CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSION

6.1 Summary
The main purpose of this study is to conduct a contrastive analysis on Chinese
and English conjunctions regarding their semantic behavior in texts. The attention is
directed to the inter-sentence aspects of the conjunctions in the two language systems.
In this study, Halliday & Hasan’s (1976) taxonomy of English conjunctions and a
contrastive analysis of English and Chinese conjunctions are provided as the bases.
Those potential problems in using English conjunctions for Chinese ESL learners are
predicted and tested in Chapter Three.
The predictions are further verified in Chapter Four with a data corpus totaled
97 written texts, which are collected from senior high schools in Taiwan. A
questionnaire is designed as well to assist in reexamining learners’ performance in
using those ambiguous conjunctions. The verification procedure confirms most of the
predictions between English and Chinese conjunctions. The confusion between
certain Additives and Adversatives are obviously seen in the data.
Judging from the data, the researcher point out those confusing conjunctions
and how they are misused in learners’ data in Table 4.1. Their mismatch of
conjunctions is also listed as follows.
(a) The misuse of “besides” in place of “on the other hand”
(b) The misuse of “however” in place of “on the other hand”
(c) The misuse of “on the other hand” in place of “on the contrary”
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(d) The misuse of “besides/ in addition” in place of “however”
(e) The misuse of “however” in expressing cause-and-effect relation.
(f) The misuse of “on the contrary” in place of “on the other hand”
The study reveals that Taiwan senior high school students do receive certain
influence from their first language. Consequently, the outcome is regarded as capable
of rendering valuable implications for ESL teachers and learners as well as
researchers. Unlike the previous research on conjunctions in Chapter two, the study
helps to classify the semantic similarities and differences between Chinese and
English conjunctions.

6.2 Implication and Suggestion for Teaching
The items of English tests have changed a lot. For instance, the university
entrance exam this year includes the test of matching sentences. This kind of test
requires students’ ability in recognizing the semantic relationship between sentences.
Furthermore, the grading of English compositions focuses not only on the sentence
structures but also on the cohesion and coherence in writings. In other words, students
need to have the knowledge of discourse coherence---beyond sentence level---in order
to organize appropriate and meaningful compositions.
In order to achieve the goals mentioned above, the learning of conjunctions is
necessary and essential in the teaching process. From the investigation of mistakes
made by students, the author would suggest some teaching implications for senior
high school students in Taiwan.
First, during the process of teaching reading skills, teachers should emphasize
important transitions in articles. Students should have more chances to recognize
those transitions and understand how the semantic relationships between sentences
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and paragraphs are manifested by cohesive ties. Reading and writing are two sides of
a coin. That is, writing ability can be improved with the help of reading skills.
Therefore, the emphasis of transitions on reading materials during the process of
teaching can help learners recognize the organization of articles. Of course, not every
article is suitable for teachers to use for illustration. Therefore, the selection of articles
or compositions would be very important.
Second, based on Halliday and Hasan’s model of dividing conjunctions into
four categories, teachers can give explicit and clear explanations of the usage of
conjunctions in each category, especially those conjunctions that are similar in
meaning and tend to confuse students. Moreover, the importance of examples should
never be neglected. Otherwise, students would feel frustrated in distinguishing
between conjunctions as “on the other hand,” and “on the contrary.”
In Zamel’s (1983) research, the use of completion exercise, sentence combining
and the longer units of discourse can ”provide students with examples of the type that
need to be created in order to teach linking words and the relationships they signal” (p.
27). Zamel also notes:
When instruction is based on this kind of approach rather than on the
more traditional methods suggested by textbooks, students can be
expected to understand what the different conjuncts signify and to learn
to use them appropriately in their writing (1983. p. 27).

Another suggestion given by Larsen-Freeman, D. & Celce-Murcia M. (1999, p.
539) is the use of “highlighting the meaning differences among the connectors by
creating single sentences and then asking students to continue the sequence beginning
with a variety of connectors.” For example,
The paper was too large to use on the typewriter.
Therefore, …
In addition, …
Moreover, …
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In other words, …
Nevertheless, …
This activity can be expanded and contextualized in a story format. The
teacher can supply the first few sentences of a story, and then write one or
two additional sentences with blank spaces left for connectors. Students
can then choose, by means of their connector choices, the direction in
which they want to take the story. (p. 539)
Thirdly, the discussions on conjunctions in many grammar books focus on their
intra-sentential level instead of their inter-sentential level. That is, their main teaching
points are on the syntactic functions of using conjunctions. Teachers should provide
more exercise or activities for students to be familiar with the usage of those
inter-sentential conjunctions. Besides, teachers should focus on the design of items
that can really assess students’ ability about conjunctions in texts.
Finally, the lines of logical reasoning in paragraphs should be taught in class.
From those learners’ data, many evidences reveal the fact that many students lack the
sense of logical reasoning. The misuse of “however” in compositions in the
concluding paragraph is the commonly seen in students’ data. That is, they may just
try to combine those sentences together, without arranging them in a suitable order.
For example, the use of che-cheng-juan-he (起承轉合) sequence to finish a complete
article. Consequently, they may misuse conjunctions to form a reasonable paragraph
and article. The concept of logic should be a main teaching point in composing a
discourse unit.

6.3 Limitations of the Present Study
The purpose of this study is to analyze the uses of conjunctions in students’
compositions. The data is confined to Bai-ling senior high school students’ writings.
Whether a similar phenomenon appears in native speakers’ data deserves further
discussion. Besides, the text types are limited to exposition and argumentation.
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Whether the predictions and performance proposed can be applied to other text types
created by Taiwan ESL learners is still unknown. Therefore, to gain more insights on
the question, a larger scale of data collection will be necessary. Another limitation lies
in the design of the questionnaire. There are some irrelevant blanks in questions (1) to
(7). Those blanks may confuse students, thus influencing their choice of appropriate
conjunctions. Therefore, the questionnaire should be divides into two parts. In the first
part, questions of trasnlation type should focus on L1 transfer in conjuncitons. Then,
questions in the second part aim to test learners judgement in choosing appropriate
conjunctions in context.
In addition, the present study is based on previous research and the analysis of
learners’ data in compositions and questionnaires. We are not sure whether what the
students write is really what they mean. Therefore, it is possible that we may
misinterpret their meanings in compositions. An interview with individual learners
can be used to further examine learners’ use of Additives and Adversatives.

